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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Advances in conversational AI have the potential to enable
more engaging and effective ways to teach factual knowledge. To investigate this hypothesis, we created QuizBot, a
dialogue-based agent that helps students learn factual knowledge in science, safety, and English vocabulary. We evaluated
QuizBot with 76 students through two within-subject studies
against a flashcard app, the traditional medium for learning
factual knowledge. Though both systems used the same algorithm for sequencing materials, QuizBot led to students
recognizing (and recalling) over 20% more correct answers
than when students used the flashcard app. Using a conversational agent is more time consuming to practice with; but
in a second study, of their own volition, students spent 2.6x
more time learning with QuizBot than with flashcards and
reported preferring it strongly for casual learning. Our results in this second study showed QuizBot yielded improved
learning gains over flashcards on recall. These results suggest that educational chatbot systems may have beneficial
use, particularly for learning outside of traditional settings.
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CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Natural language interfaces; • Applied computing → Education; • Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence.
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Figure 1: Screenshots of QuizBot: (left) a user just answered
a question correctly by typing an answer, (right) feedback
was given to a user’s incorrect answer.

